
makes affiliation 
accessible to all
All in one SaaS suite of tools for 
editors

Business model: rev Share. No fixed 
fees or subscription
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Business model : subscription, service and commissions

Millions of offers 
to integrate

Technical

Deals with brands

Commercial

Publication

Reporting

Reliable revenues 
for publishers

Publishers

Call to action, Price tables, 
Tracking, Content

Overview, Campaigns, 
Real-time, Performance

$

Unlocked by Affilizz

Breaking barriers 
of affiliation for publishers

Qualified traffic 
for brands

Invoicing
Automatisation, 

One place for all invoice

New publishers
for affiliation platforms



Simplifying access to 
affiliate programs

Brands Affiliation platforms Publishers

Without Affilizz

With Affilizz

Dozens of platforms and hundreds 
of merchant programs to connect

One single point of contact

Affilizz connects to all 
affiliate platforms and 
merchant programs

Afflizz import and update 
merchant catalogs 

Brands and affiliate 
platforms have a clear view 
of the editors performances 



Real-time dynamic reporting

Real-time reports 
showing Performance

- Global
- Media
- Channel
- Content
- Link

Overview

All publications

Publication details



Hundreds of affiliation programs available

Ready to use

All in one place

Merchant catalogs imported 
in Affilizz and regularly 
updated

Open affiliate programs 
directly in Affilizz

Suggest missing merchants



Unlimited numbers of 
Company, Media, Channel

Organise your Affilizz account

Create as many level as you 
need

Each channel has its own 
tracking

Add users and manage their 
rights at each level of your 
organization



Design your affiliate content model

Watch our first video tutorial 
about designer basics

Create models that match every detail 
of your website

Responsive

Preview mode

No code

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-nn014VGf4&t=3s&ab_channel=Affilizz


Create efficient Affiliate content in three steps

1 2 3

More affiliate content creation
in this tutorial

Search through millions of offers by
- Keywords
- EAN
- ASIN
- SKU

Choose type between
- Link
- CTA
- Price table
- Card

Adjust titles and validate

1

2

3

https://intercom-help.eu/affilizz/fr/articles/22688-creer-des-tableaux-de-prix


Create affiliate link or button in a wink

Copy/paste a merchant URL to 
convert it into an affiliate link

Paste your new affiliate link to any 
of your channel

Transform or duplicate any of 
your affiliate link into a CTA 



Here is a link to our wordpress plugin 
installation

Classic or Gutenberg compatibility

Watch this tutorial to see how to use 
our plugin 

Wordpress Plugin

If you don’t use wordpress, follow our tutorial 
to implement our script on your website

https://intercom-help.eu/affilizz/fr/articles/23557-lier-mon-wordpress-avec-le-plugin-affilizz
https://intercom-help.eu/affilizz/fr/articles/26488-comment-utiliser-le-plugin-wordpress-affilizz
https://intercom-help.eu/affilizz/fr/articles/22648-integrer-vos-liens-boutons-et-tableaux-de-prix


insert several formats in your content

Find the best combination : CTA + price table + links

Dynamic price update

SEO and web performance friendly (no CLS)

No code

Lazy loading

Examples of integrations: price table + CTA



Add several products per page

Use tabs in price comparison 
tables to show several versions 
of the product (size, color etc.)

Price comparison table with or 
without images

A valuable alternative to 
advertising for adblock users

Examples of integrations: product list, slideshows
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